DCS G4
Support of
Enterprise Integration
DCS G4 Priorities

1. Communications
   - Agile, assured
   - 24/7 Capability
   - Plug/Un-Plug As Required

2. Systems
   - Integrated, ERP based solutions
   - Investment in critical improvements of current systems
The ERP Strategy
Our View

- BSM
- PLM+
- GCSS-Army
- LMP
- BCS3

Interface s to non-ERP systems

Best Business Practices

Tactical Warfighting Requirements

Governance process maintains balance

Sustaining The Transforming Army... Transforming the Sustaining Army
DA G4 Roles

• Work funding issues - support ERP development and critical investments in current systems

• Resolve policy/law issues - align policy with ERP processes; minimize bolt-ons and optimize the SALE

• Participate actively in ERP governance process
  • Executive Steering Committee
  • Advisory Board
  • SASG
Keys to Success

• Compliance with SALE architecture - assess all existing and proposed systems against the overall enterprise design

• PLM+ - critical enabler to the SALE

• Portfolio Management - investments in current and future systems focus on SALE optimization; “good ideas” and local considerations subordinate to the Army architecture

• Governance and Issue Resolution - full participation from system developers, DA staff and MACOMs for speedy resolution of issues

• Funding - linked to Portfolio Management; investments in systems must be managed from a SALE perspective